
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

There are a great _______ books I have not read.1. many

Although the wind blew with as _______ violence as before, still it was not
with the same noise, now that the ship was before the wind with her
after-masts gone.

2. much

At the time the animal first started off, it had not gone at so rapid a pace but
that he might have slipped down upon the soft sand without _______ danger
of being injured.

3.
much

I haven't seen you in tears for _______ years.4. many

This the messenger brought back with all speed to his mistress, who could
not read it, nor listen to what her servant told her, without _______ laughter.
5.

much

But Benny did not have _______ time.6. much

I owe him many a hint, _______ aid; I mean in referring me to rare books,
and explaining obscure passages.
7. much

However, he seemed equally indifferent to the sneers of big boys and the
pity of small ones, and lived his own queer life with _______ apparent
enjoyment to himself.

8.
much

Perhaps I may make another attempt to collect, although I am too old to
expect to make _______ progress in it.
9.

much

It was _______ years since he had had the feeling.10. many

I was too deep in this beastly book to pay _______ attention.11. much

He creates vast ideas, and influences _______ generations.12. many

I think there are _______ reasons for it.13. many

The rest of her real self was hidden far away inside so _______ warm
garments that in shape she seemed rather like a ball.
14. many
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Perhaps it may be said, what signifies so _______ knowledge, when it
produced so little?
15. much

There couldn't have been _______ heat produced in that explosion-if it
could really be called an explosion.
16. much

Nobody admits _______ sleep; but everybody is refreshed, and declares
it delightful.
17. much

Others have been found in _______ parts of the earth.18. many

Efficient housekeeping is a combination of _______ factories.19. many

It is believed that three or four have been stolen within as _______ days.20. many
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